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[Bollywood] Playing With: Ek Villain [Bollywood] Playing With: Ek Villain (Synopsis) Ek
Villain - Mukesh Bhatt is a revenge-seeking lawyer whose profession is to use the law to
take justice into his own hands. He is determined to get his way at any cost and in Ek
Villain, the hooded man sets out to wreak havoc on the city with vengeance on his mind.
Sanjay Dutt and Nagma are the lead characters, while others including Akshay Kumar and
Govinda play a part. The film is directed by Abhishek Kapoor, who also did Waqt Zara.
"Playing With: Ek Villain" is a feature film, based on books of the same name by James
Lasdun. The script is by Abhishek Kapoor. Produced by Amrita Singh under the banner of
Sandiwal Bros Entertainment, the film features music by Vishal Shekhar, cinematography
by Subrat Dutta, lyrics by Sharat Chawla, art by Chirag Kashyap and choreography by
Farah Khan. It released on 26 April 2010.. Ek Villain - Mukesh Bhatt is a revenge-seeking
lawyer whose profession is to use the law to take justice into his own hands. He is
determined to get his way at any cost and in Ek Villain, the hooded man sets out to wreak
havoc on the city with vengeance on his mind. Sanjay Dutt and Nagma are the lead
characters, while others including Akshay Kumar and Govinda play a part. The film is
directed by Abhishek Kapoor, who also did Waqt Zara. "Playing With: Ek Villain" is a feature
film, based on books of the same name by James Lasdun. The script is by Abhishek Kapoor.
Produced by Amrita Singh under the banner of Sandiwal Bros Entertainment, the film
features music by Vishal Shekhar, cinematography by Subrat Dutta, lyrics by Sharat
Chawla, art by Chirag Kashyap and chore
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